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Behaviour Support for Schools



What are attention seeking
behaviours?

Schools often describe attention seeking behaviours as ‘low level’behaviour.

Unfortunately, these so-called low level behaviours can have a high level impact on

everyone concerned.

Like a tap constantly drip, drip, dripping, these distracting and irritating behaviours gnaw

away at the teacher’s patience. Whilst in short doses they appear small and

inconsequential, in greater quantities they can drain the energies of an adult like nothing

else. They wield a consistently negative impact on teaching and learning.

Given enough time, the sheer relentlessness of them can send your blood pressure

soaring!

So, what exactly do we mean by 'attention seeking' behaviours? Well, these behaviours

are ANYTHING that a student does to deliberately draw attention to themselves - be it

from peers, teachers, lunchtime supervisors or classroom visitors.

The list is endless: tapping, rocking, calling out, making noises, wandering around the

room, faking injury, falling off chairs, laughing, throwing objects...

Sounds familiar? These behaviours are designed specifically to make others notice them.

It's like they’re saying to the audience, “Look at me!” Even more problematically, many

students who exhibit these types of behaviours do not discriminate between positive and

negative attention.

Key concept: attention seeking children would rather be getting told off than
not being noticed at all.



The psychology of attention
seeking

In order to survive, all new-born animals, including humans, learn methods of attracting

the attention of their caregivers to ensure that their basic needs are met. Babies are gifted

with a pair of lungs that, although small, have the capacity to produce an ear splitting

scream (especially at three in the morning). This alerts the parents that the baby has a

need, such as being fed, changed or comforted, and elicits a response from the caregiver.

In Darwinian terms, the young who develop the most effective signals for help are the

ones who survive. Their less expressive counterparts may not.

All humans have a basic need to be acknowledged and to feel part of the group. In our

prison systems, solitary confinement is one of the most severe punishments that can be

administered. Because we are pack animals, being deprived of human contact is

undesirable and stressful for the vast majority of the population.

So, back to the classroom.

One of the difficulties of teaching a class of thirty children is that individual pupils may not

get enough attention to meet their needs. This is simply due to the high child to adult

ratio. Considering that the school day is roughly 6 hours long, minus the hour or so for

lunch and breaks, that works out at approximately 300 minutes of pupil contact time per

day. Divide that by 30 pupils and this gives a maximum of 10 minutes attention per pupil,

per day.

Key concept: Some children psychologically need more attention to feel safe
and emotionally secure.



For most children, this level of adult attention is sufficient. It meets their needs. But for

others, for a whole host of complex reasons related to both nature and nurture, this is

simply not enough. These children will begin to invent ways of taking attention from

others and transferring it to themselves, in any way they can.

When a teacher identifies that a pupil has special learning needs, such as a reading

difficulty, the school is quick to provide additional time, money and resources to support

that child; however, as practitioners, when we identify a pupil with a need for additional

attention, we are often more reluctant to invest. Somehow the behaviour feels less

worthy of support, or it feels like a challenge to the teacher’s authority in the classroom.

So, throughout the rest of this guide, let's rename our 'attention seeking' pupils as

'attention needing' pupils. Driven by their desire to have their needs met, these children

become masters of skilfully siphoning attention away from their peers. They are creative

and experimental in their techniques. They recognise that persistence and tenacity is key.

Let me tell you a secret.

Attention seeking behaviours only work if they are given attention. Even a tiny flicker will

do. Like a fire denied oxygen, these behaviours are extinguished when starved of

attention.

This sounds obvious, but choosing not to respond Is a very challenging skill to master. It

involves actively withdrawing attention from an unwanted behaviour in a calm and

neutral way.

Remember: eye rolling, sighing, smiling, glaring and changing your tone of voice are all

forms of attention giving, even when done inadvertently. These types of reactions actually

encourage unwanted behaviours.



Case study
(part one)

Miss Patience: Everybody, come and sit on the carpet please.

Billy: Zac is sitting in my place.

Miss Patience looks at Zac andmotions for him tomove away from Billy.

Miss Patience: Quiet lips, everyone, it's time to do the register.

Billy:Miss! Zac won't move. I haven’t got any room.

Miss Patience: (looking at Billy and Zac)Move up please, Zac, and let Billy sit down.

Billy: I'm squashed.

Miss Patience: Quiet now Billy, we're all waiting to do the register.

Everyone waits and looks at Billy. He notices he has the attention of the audience and blows a

raspberry with his tongue. The whole class burst out laughing.

Miss Patience: (Becomingmore irritated) Everyone ignore Billy, he's just being silly.

Everyone looks a Billy to see his reaction. He pulls his tongue out at Zac.

Zac: Billy stuck his tongue out at me.

Billy: No I didn't.

Miss Patience: For Goodness sake! Sit still and be quiet so that we can do the register.

Billy bursts into tears. Miss Patience sighs, but decides to ignore his outburst. She starts

calling the register, in a slightly snippy tone.*

Miss Patience: Good morning...

Billy, sensing he is losing the stage, sobs ever louder, until he reaches theatrical levels of desolation.

Annabelle:Miss, Billy's crying.

Inwardly seething with frustration at time wasted, Miss Patience turns to look at Billy.

Miss Patience: (Through gritted teeth) Yes, thank you Annabelle. I can see that. Billy, stop

crying and listen for your name.

And so it goes on! Poor Miss Patience!

* note: this is not the same as ignoring the behaviour

Billy, a seven year-old boy, constantly interrupted the teacher and called out during carpet time.
This is how registration went, every single day....



This scenario plays itself out on an almost daily basis. It is tiring and wearing for the

teacher and boring for the rest of the class. Billy has worked out how to gain maximum

attention at a time when the whole class are a captive audience.

So, what should Miss Patience do?

The key factor in many behavioural situations is the recognition from the adults that they

need to do something differently to alter the outcome.

Billy clearly has a psychological need to feel noticed, so Miss Patience will have to give

him additional attention; but she needs to help Billy learn that she will only give attention

for desirable behaviours. She must not be drawn into giving attention for poor behaviour

choices.



The strategies

The top two strategies for dealing with attention seeking are a powerful duo: tactical

ignoring and specific proximity praise.

1.Tactical ignoring

When executed accurately, this is a hugely powerful technique that will prevent minor

behaviours escalating into major ones.

As the adult, you have the ability to decide which behaviours you chose to highlight and

focus on in your class. The trick is to make a conscious decision to actively ignore

unwanted behaviours - and to deliberately and enthusiastically seek out behaviours that

you do want to see.

It's an art – and it takes practise.

Often, there is a temptation is to say and do nothing to acknowledge good behaviour

when things are going well. After all, when the whole class is on task and working quietly,

what is there to talk about? But when a child does the wrong thing, such as throwing an

eraser across the classroom, we pounce and draw attention to that. We call across the

class, “Jordan, why did you throw that rubber?”

Key concept: These techniques, executed with conviction, consistency and
determination will make a positive impact on the behaviour of your class. They
will enable you to cut down on fussing and telling off and will foster a positive
and productive ethos. However: be aware that more challenging students will
sometimes need longer exposure to the approach before you see results.



Logically, this is extremely counterproductive. Why would we choose to shatter the

silence and tell every member of the class to look at a behaviour that we do not want to

encourage?

It is an easy trap to fall into. Avoid it at all costs!

So, we need to use tactical ignoring: to choose when to avoid drawing attention to

negative behaviours in the classroom. But there is more to our approach than that. If a

child is determined to have their need for attention met, then tactical ignoring will not

work by itself. In fact, the child is likely to 'up the ante' to make sure that they get noticed.

So, in order to work effectively, tactical ignoring must be coupled with its powerful

partner: proximity praise.

2. Proximity praise

Attention needing pupils will quickly work out whether you are an adult who gives

attention for the right behaviour or the wrong behaviour. It's crucial that if you are

deliberately playing down one person's poor conduct (Jordan throwing the eraser), then

you balance that strategy by actively praising at least one other person's good behaviour.

So, rather than drawing attention to Jordan, we will deliberately shine the spotlight on

another child’s good behaviour.

To do that we will use specific proximity praise. We say very specifically what

behaviour we are awarding our attention to. We will give our praise to someone who is

sitting close to the student who is misbehaving.

Key concept: Avoid highlighting negative behaviours to the other students in
your class.



For example, the teacher could walk over to Jordan’s table and say, “Thank you for keeping

your concentration going on this table. You are doing working really well – especially you,

Kate and Ben.”

This technique works because Jordan learns that his undesirable behaviour will not gain

him the attention he is seeking - in fact, despite his best efforts, you have unambiguously

awarded your attention elsewhere. Because you have just praised the other children for

doing the right thing, they now feel reassured that they don’t need to copy Jordan’s bad

behaviour to earn your attention. Plus, you’ve just highlighted to Jordan exactly how he

should change his behaviour to get your attention.

It’s a win: win!

A very strong phrase to use at this point is: I like it when…

For instance:

1. I like it when you work quietly next to your friends.

2. I like it when you put your hand up and wait before answering on the carpet.

3. I like it when you hold the door open for other children.

The format of an ‘I like it when…’statement does two things: it gives you a sentence

structure that makes you be specific about the behaviour you are praising, and it helps

improve your relationship with the child. This latter point is important, because all

children behave better for adults that they have a positive relationship with.

Key concept: Specific proximity praise spreads good behaviour around your
classroom.

Key concept: Using“I like it when…”helps maintain a positive relationship with
attention needing children



Many attention needing children find themselves in a downward spiral. They engage in

poor behaviour, which attracts negative comments from the adult, which leads to further

poor behaviour. The side effect of hearing such consistently negative feedback is the

child soon starts to believe that the adult doesn’t like them anymore.

This is probably not true – the teacher is just managing the behaviour she sees in front of

her - but we have to deal with the child’s perception.

Once the child thinks that the teacher doesn’t like them, the situation is lost. There is no

recovery. Remember: the psychology of these children means they are seeking any adult

attention, either positive or negative. If they think the teacher doesn’t care, where does

the motivation to change their behaviour come from?

Engaging in negative behaviours is easier, probably more fun and certainly doesn’t involve

the effort of changing a habit.

It is our relationship with the student that motivates them to change the way they

receive attention. And, by actively saying “I like it when…”, we are taking active steps to

stop that perception from developing. We are reassuring the child that we still like and

value them. It maintains the relationship.

Key concept: Children will only make an effort to change their behaviour for
someone they have a relationship with.



Case study
(part two)

Miss Patience: Everybody, come and sit on the carpet for two minutes, thank you. Billy,

Clara, Jake, Abdul and Zain, it's your turn to sit on the chairs today.

Billy sits on the end of the row of chairs, holding his quiet lips card.

Miss Patience: Thank you to everybody who has closed lips and is looking at me.

Billy places his finger on his lips and puffs out his chest to impress Miss Patience.

Miss Patience: Smart sitting everybody on the chairs!

She looks down the row and deliberately makes eye contact with Billy and smiles.

Billy: I'm sitting nicely.

Miss Patience: (Without looking at Billy)Well done everyone who is sitting nicely. Lips closed

while we do the register.

Miss Patience rattles through first half of register without interruption (result!) The class are

mesmerised by the visual timer on the interactive whiteboard. Billy then eyeballs Miss Patience,

yawns loudly and stretches.

Billy: I'm bored.

Instead of feeding Billy’s behaviour, Miss Patience tactically ignores him and decides to use

proximity praise on the child next to him.

Miss Patience: Clara, you are sitting so smartly! One house point for you.

Billy, along with two thirds of the class, sits up smartly, waiting to get noticed.

Miss Patience: Billy, that’s excellent. I like it when you sit up smartly. You too, Martin.

Miss Patience completed her register in record time and started the first lesson in a positive
and determined frame of mind.

Miss Patience had been smart and decided that she would switch things up at register time.

She had set out a row of five VIP chairs at the edge of the carpet and, before she called the
rest of the class to the carpet, she reminded Billy that some children would be chosen to sit
on the VIP chairs each day. She reinforced her expectations about quiet lips on the carpet by
giving him the 'quiet lips' visual symbol to hold in his hand. She explained that everybody
would sit for two minutes in silence so they can get the register done quickly. She put a two
minute sand timer on the interactive whiteboard.



She rotated which children were chosen to sit on the VIP chairs, but appreciated that Billy

needed more turns than most. However, she didn’t mind because the others were

receiving turns too, and she felt in control of the flow of attention.

The result of her forward thinking and tactical approach to awarding her attention was a

positive start to the morning.



The complete sequence

Child engages in
inappropriate behaviour

If safe, do not give attention any form of
attention to the child’s behaviour.
Remember, the child is attempting to solicit any
form of attention.

Quickly place the spotlight on children doing
the right thing.
Choose children who are physically close to the
attention needing child.
Be specific about why you are giving these
children your attention.

Provide praise for the behaviour change as soon
as possible.
Use ‘I like it when…’ to keep your praise specific
and your relationship with the child positive.

Use tactical ignoring

Give other students specific
proximity praise

When student changes
behaviour, quickly use "I like it

when..."

{
{
{

The sequence for managing attention seeking behaviour is:

More challenging children will need repeated exposure to this framework for the strategy
to have an effect. But stick with it – it will reduce attention seeking behaviours and make
sure the children who are doing the right thing in your class feel good about their conduct.
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How to manage attention
seeking students

We hope you've find our guide to managing attention seeking students useful.

For more resources about managing behaviour in schools, visit our website:

beaconschoolsupport.co.uk
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